The kinetics of Frenkel defect accumulation under permanent particle source (irradiation) is discussed with special emphasis on many-particle effects. Defect accumulation is restricted by their diffusion and annihilation, A + B -0 , if the relative distance is less than the critical distance r,,. A novel formalism of many-point particle densities based on Kirkwood's superposition approximation is developed to take into account aggregation of similar defects (A-A, B-B) . The dependence of the saturation concentration after a prolonged irradiation upon spatial dimension (6= 1, 2, 3), defect mobility and the initial correlation within geminate pairs is analyzed.
Introduction
The irradiation of all kinds of solids (metals, semiconductors, insulators) produces pairs of point Frenkel defects hereafter denoted AB -vacancies, U, and interstitial atoms, i, which usually are well correlated spatially [l-lo] . In many ionic crystals these Frenkel defects are the so-called F and H centers (anion vacancy with trapped electron and an interstitial halide atom X o forming chemical bondingquasimolecule X; with the nearest regular anions, X-). In metals its analog is called dumbell interstitial.
Under moderate energies the primary event of incident particle interaction with a crystal is very simple -it is an elastic pair collision resulting in displacement of atoms (ions) into an interstitial position [l, 7, 111 provided the latter received an energy exceeding some threshold value [12] (typically, 10-20eV). However, the main portion of the irradiation energy (particles or photons) is spent for excitation of the electronic subsystem of solids (i.e. creation of electrons, holes and excitons).
In the last two decades it has been shown experimentally [l, 3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 141 and theoretically [l5-18] that in many wide-gap insulators the primary mechanism of defect formation is sub-threshold, i.e. lattice defects arise due to nonradiation decay of excifons whose energy is less than the forbidden gap of solids. The function of an initial distribution of complementary defects -U, i pairs (also called geminate) over relative distances depends strongly not only on whether impact or sub-threshold mechanism occurs but also on the particular irradiation kind (e.g. X-rays or photons) [9] .
Under creation of U, i pair an interstitial atom has excess kinetic energy due to which it can be displaced, e.g. by a chain of focusing collisions (usually along an axis of compactly packed rows of atoms). Say, such displacement for 50-eV crowdions in a-Fe is about 20a0 [12] (a, is the lattice spacing). In contrast, these distances in alkali halides are much shorter and for most of geminate partners they fall into an interval of 1st to 5th nearest neighbors in the crystalline lattice.
An initial distribution function within geminate pairs defines directly their stability. In terms of black sphere model pairs of (U, i) dissimilar defects disappear instantly, A + B + 0, when approach to within, or are just created by an irradiation at the critical relative distance ro (the socalled clear-cut radius). Its typical value varies between 3-5ao for metals [3, 41 down to nearest neighbors (nn) for alkali halides. In some semiconductors, e.g. In,Te3 , the radius of the instability zone could be very large [19, 201 . The relevant physical mechanism is an annihilation of interstitial atoms with their 'own' vacancies which occurs on the time interval of several lattice vibrations, N lO-"s, and results in the restored perfect crystalline lattice. This mechanism takes place for all kinds of solids. Thus we can write down phenomenologically for the recombination probability (per unit time) a(r) = a . B(ro -r), a . + CO, (1) where O(x) is the Heaviside step-function.
Another, alternative mechanism of defect recombination is electron tunnelling from an electron center to its hole partner (or in terms of semiconductors, from donor to acceptor). It has a quantum-mechanical nature (overlap of wave-functions of defects) and is characterized by the exponential law a(r) = a . exp (-r/ro) [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The parameter a . depends on the recombination mechanism (radiative us. non-radiative) and is typically of the order of lo7 or ~O " S -~ respectively [21] (see, however, [26] who observed 0, up to 10" s -I ) . The parameter ro here is nothing but half the Bohr radius of the wave-function of an electron center being in KCl about 0.5 A for F, Ago centers and x 1 A for the more shallow TI0 center. For paramagnetic defects this parameter could be found by means of ESR or ENDOR At temperature where interstitial atoms and ions become mobile (typically 20-30 K in both metals and insulators), they perform thermoactivated incoherent hops with frequencies which are exponentially dependent on temperature. The basic mobile defects participating in diffusioncontrolled recombination processes in alkali halides are H and V, centers [30] . Their thermoactivated motion of KBr begins at T 2 35 and 150K with the relevant activation energies 0.09 eV and 0.47 eV respectively.
In the last decade, both experimental data [2, 311 and theoretical studies [32- A, B) is replaced during the bimolecular reaction A + B + 0 by loose aggregates (domains) containing predominantly defects of the same kind, A or B only. This effect is pronounced the better, the greater the initial concentrations and/or longer the reaction time is. The defect segregation into aggregates is the universal phenomenon having common features with self-organisation observed earier for complex chemical systems [37, 38) . It takes place irrespective of the particular reaction regime, i.e. it is observed for both mobile and immobile defects, for annihilation and tunnelling recombination, for defect decay after an irradiation is switched-off and with defect source (irradiation) [33] . Radiation-induced aggregation of similar defects (being observed experimentally at 4 K after prolonged X-ray irradiation [32] as anomalously high for a random distribution concentration of dimer F, centers and in the electronic microscope [39] permits to accumulate defect concentrations whose saturation value exceeds by several times that of the Poisson distribution).
Similar defect segregation arises due to local fluctuations of particle (defect) densities. Production by a change of two or more similar defects (say, A) nearby creates a germ of their aggregate which is more stable and has a greater chance to survive rather than a single defect A since the probability that two or more defects B will be created statistically in the same region to destroy this A-germ is very small. In other words, similar defect aggregate is an example of a system which has a larger chance to survive as compared to the equivalent number of isolated and randomly distributed defects since diffusive approach of some defect B to the A-rich aggregate results in disappearance of a single peripheral defect A but does not affect defects in a center of the aggregate. Due to this effect of statistical defect screening an effective volume ti, per a vacancy in an aggregate is much smaller than for the isolated vacancy, U, = $rri [40-451. In order to study theoretically defect aggregation, several methods of physical and chemical kinetics were developed in recent years.
When studying particle accumulation processes, two approaches -a continuous and a discrete one -are used. In the former model an intrinsic defect volume is ignored and thus a number of similar defects in any volume element is not limited. In its turn, in the latter model any lattice sites could be occupied by no more than a single particle (U or i). Both computer simulations and theoretical studies reveal essential differences in findings of these two models. (For a detailed review of these problems see the review paper [36] .) To compare computer simulations with an analytical theory, it is convenient to introduce a distinctive parameterdimensionless concentration U , = n(oo)uo, where n ( w ) is a stationary concentration of accumulated defects at their saturation ( t + CO). [It is assumed that n(t) = n,(t) = n,(t), U, is a volume of the &dimensional sphere having the recombination radius r,; U, a r t .] In the continuous model it is clear from reasons of dimension that the quantity U , , if it exists, is a universal parameter dependent on d only but not on U, . Indeed, most of the previous theoretical studies were aimed mainly to obtain U , .
First attempts to find a closed equation for concentration accumulation, n = n(t), neglected any analysis of the particle spatial correlations, even on the level of the joint correlation functions. Since macroscopic particle concentration is a certain conditions (system's size L does not greatly exceed the recombination volume U,) a complete segregation of the reaction volume into two large domains containing either vacancies or interstitials respectively has also been observed [36] . These macroscopic aggregates move in time and sometimes decay into several smaller aggregates. An increase in size of a ld-system, but keeping U, fixed, demonstrates an existence of similar defect aggregates but without breaking systems into two regions, the parameter U , increases with the L increase. Therefore, strong segregation effect for d = 1 prevents reaching the thermodynamical limit in which results are no longer dependent on the system's size L.
Many-point density formalism for immobile defects
Rigorous theory of defect accumulation should be based on the analysis of their spatial correlations. The most developed approach is based on the exact hierarchy of kinetic equations for defect densities whose approximate solution has to lead to a rather complicated closed set of equations.
An infinite set of equations for many-point densities [4, 331 P m , m , 7 Pm,mr({r}m; {r'>m,; t) ( ( r } m = r l , ..., r m , the symbol {r>h denotes the vector ri omitted in a set {r),,,) is derived by summing recombination and generation contributions which yields: normalized according to j j ' ( r ) dr = 1, a(r) the AB pair recombination rate. For definiteness po, = 1 is used in eq.
(2). These many-point densities are averaged over an ensemble of microscopic densities fi&, t) (v = A, B):
As is shown in a preceding paper [33] , for the practical usage this infinite set has to be decoupled by the Kirkwood's [Sl] or other superposition approximation, e.g. substituting threepoint density p2, in the form Substitution of eq. (4) into eq. and three joint correlation functions for similar, X,(r, t), XB(r, t), and dissimilar defects Y(r, t),
Po, k;, 4; t) = n m f d I r; -r; I, t), p l . A y 1 ; 4 ; t) = n,(t)ndt)Y( I rl -r; I , t). (there are no limitations on the range of its applicability, provided defects are not created during the reaction). If defects are still produced, the Kirkwood's superposition approximation holds for small dimensionless concentration parameters U&) = n,(t)vo + 1 only (vo is the &dimensional sphere's volume, ro is its radius). Kuzovkov and Kotomin [56] have demonstrated that it is namely the black sphere model that introduces large errors into accumulation kinetics treated in terms of the superposition approximation. The way to avoid the superposition approximation's shortcomings was developed in [57] and is first realised in full scale in this paper. It will be shown how the black sphere model (1) could still be combined with Kirkwood's [Sl] superposition approximation in the region of high concentrations, U&) % 1.
The "virtual" defect configurations
The distinctive feature of the model (1) is that all manypoint densities pm, , , , , becomes zero in the limiting case uo + CO provided for any pair of indices i, j , I ri -rjl < ro holds. (Dissimilar AB pairs separated by a distance r < ro do not exist.) On the other hand, in eqs (2) the integral term contain many-point densities which tend to zero at coordinates in the integration region, but they are multiplied by a large parameter oo + CO. Finally, it results in their finite contribution to the kinetic equations.
Therefore, for correct usage of the black sphere model as no + CO, it is important to know the behavior of the manypoint densities pm, ,,,, corresponding to the "virtual" defect configurations (when some defect falls into the recombination region around another-kind defects). The treatment of Frenkel defect accumulation is simplified by the fact that many-point densities for these virtual configurations differ by their orders of magnitude in oo parameter [57, 581. It is sufficient to study either equations for the densities p,,,, with arguments obeying Iri -r; I < r o , (i = 1, . .. , m) or taking into account the problem's symmetry with respect to defect kinds A and B, the densities pl,,,,, with IrJj -rl 1 < ro ( j = 1, . . . , m'). These many-point densities are of the same order of magnitude p l , ,,,, K u;' and correspond to virtual configurations where the just created defect A has in his recombination sphere of the radius r O m defects of another kind B (and vice versa). Other virtual configurations have a smaller order of magnitude in parameter a ; ' and thus could be omitted in the relevant equations.
The direct consequence of this statement for Kirkwood's superposition approximation is as follows. Substitution of eq. (4) into p2, yields the correct order of its magnitude, u;', provided (rl -fl1 I -= r o , Ir, -r; I > ro (i.e. there is a single A in the recombination sphere around B), since the two-point density p l , l(rl; r ; ; t) K 00' and p l , 1(r2; r ; ; t) K (ao)' (i.e. is limited as well as another density p,, o , which does not fall into the category of virtual configurations).
On the other hand, for coordinates satisfying I rl -r; I .c ro, Ir2 -r; I e ro (i.e. defect B has in its recombination sphere two defects A ) substitution of eq. (4) in p i , a a i 2 instead of the correct u;'! Due to this the superposition approximation neglects in the limit no + CO a number of terms in equations which finally leads to a considerable error in the accumulation kinetics. In order to improve the bottleneck of the superposition approximation, let us consider this point more carefully. Let us introduce a function
Y(r) dr = 1.
(7)
Taking into account the preceding discussion of the virtual configurations for many-point densities p,,,, or p l , ,,,, , define new functions m gm, 1 = gm, 1 ( { r } m ; r; ; t) = 00 V Z P m , 1 n 'Y( I ri -r; I )* (8)
The function g,,,, is nonzero if for all i = 1, ..., m I ri -r; I e ro . It remains also to be constant as o0 + CO (we use hereafter the same notation for the limiting value too).
In the same manner we define functions gl, ,,,,.
The asymptotically exact equations
Keeping in mind the definition (9, the first equations for macroscopic densities n,(t) come from a set [eq. (2)] provided (m + m') = 1. Consider, for instance, an equation for the density n,(t):
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Making transformations here we used eq. (8) 
Note that after making the limiting transition a0 -+ 00 the equation for g l , is steady-state. Equation (10) 
(13) The function gl, could be presented in the form with 9 1 . 1 =puOyl[Pl,O(rl; t)+PO,l(r;; t ) + f l l -G A -G B~ (14) G A = f g Z , I &2,
Substitution of eq. (13) into eq. (15) leads to the expression
(16) (The GB function is calculated hereafter quite similarly.) Equation (9) for macroscopic density contains the integral -ndt) = const. This is self-evident since the equation for macroscopic density ndt) or U d t ) follows from eq. (21) replacing an index A for B (and vice versa). Equation (21) is asymptotically (ao + 00) exact correct one. It shows that the accumulation kinetics is defined by: (i) a proportion of AB pairs, 1 -w, created at relative distances r > ro , (ii) recombination of defects created inside the recombination volume of another-kind defects. The cofactor (1 -6, -6, ) in eq. (21) gives just a proportion of free volume available for new defect creation. Two quantities 6, and 6, characterizing, in their turn, the whole volume's proportion forbidden for creation of another kind of defects are defined entirely by quite specific many-point densities pm, , and p,,,,,, i.e. by the relative distribution of similar defects only [see eq. (22)].
If we succeeded in calculating the series in eq. (22), the accumulation problem in question would be solved.
However, an infinite set of coupled equations for pm, , turns out to be too complicated and thus we restrict ourselves to its cut-off by means of Kirkwood's [Sl] superposition approximation in order to get a closed set of non-linear equations for macroscopic densities n,(t) and n&), as well as for three joint correlation functions -XA(r, t), Xdr, t) and Y(r, t). The relevant mathematical formalism is presented in the Appendix; hereafter eq. (Al) and so on indicate this fact.
The basic kinetic equations
The set of eqs (21) (26) is just
Another, more exact estimate presented first in [58] also does not come out from any analysis of the spatial defect correlations. It is based on a priori assumption of the Poisson distribution of similar defects, pm, , = n,(t)"' , corresponding to the X,(r, t) = 1 in substitution (A2). Under this assumption a series defining function 6(t) could be elementarily summed up:
(28) The relevant kinetic equation reads 
Results for immobile defects
Consider now results of the numerical solution of the accumulation eqs (23)- (25) . For initially uncorrelated pairs, f (r) = 0, o = 0, different asymptotic laws are observed for different spatial dimensions d (Fig. 1) . Thus, the steady-state found for d = 3 correlation function of similar defects (maximum at the coordinate origin) are weakened after averaging due to the r-dependence of the volume unit, dV K la-' dr, which strongly affects the asymptotic reaction rate. 
(r, t). broken curves X(r, t ) (in the logarithmic units). Note that the correlation length ((t) infinitely increases in time thus indicating macroscopic defect segregation
Physica Scripta 47 (two nearest F centers) produced at 4K after prolonged X-ray irradiation [31] . If radiation defects are charged, their aggregation is accompanied by the internal electric fields which are the greater, the less particle mobility and larger irradiation intensity p . Quantitative analysis of this problem has been done in [61] . (Probably, this effect has been observed experimentally in [62].)
It should be stressed once more that the accumulation curve n(t) [or U(t)], especially at high doses, cannot be described by a simple formula (27) which follows from eq. (26) and is often used for interpreting the real experimental data (e.g., [41, 421). Despite that there is the only recombination mechanism, the A + B + 0 accumulation kinetics at long t due to many-particle effects is no longer exponential. Therefore, successful expansion of the real accumulation curve U = U@) in several exponentials (stages) does not mean that necessarily several different mechanisms of defect creation are involved (as is sometimes suggested, e.g. [ll,
The accumulation kinetics of correlated (geminate) pairs is less studied. In [4, 561 it was demonstrated that in this case the aggregation effect is weakened and the saturation concentration is reduced essentially. This makes use of Kirkwood's superposition approximation more reliable. Employing it, the relation was derived [56] 631).
The integration in eq. (30) is over the recombination sphere. The accumulation kinetics remains to be eq. (26), but with U, from eq. (30). It follows from eq. (30) that creation of Frenkel partners separated by the distinctive distance r c R, 2 r, is associated with a very small saturation concentration Uo.
In Fig. 4 the joint correlation functions are plotted for distribution of geminate partners created randomly within a narrow interval, io < r < R, . Two important conclusions suggest themselves from Fig. 4 : (i) due to similar and dissimilar reactant correlation back-coupling the narrow peak of Y at short distances is accompanied by the decay in X, (ii) for great doses, n 6 n(co), the joint correlation functions are quite similar to those observed for uncorrelated distribution, i.e. an aggregation manifests itself mainly at high defect concentrations.
In the review article 
Incorporation of diffusion
When the temperature increases, defects are mobile and the pattern becomes more complicated due to additional reactions. On the other hand, the aggregation effect is expected to be reduced since diffusion acts to smooth inhomogeneities in particle densities and thus for large enough diffusion coefficients D Kirkwood's [S 13 superposition approximation could be safely used. Several techniques were used to solve this problem. Simple and approximate results were obtained by means of the shortened superposition approximation, Xv(r, Note that eqs (31) and (32) are of rather limited use since they are derived for large diffusion coefficients D when defect aggregation is not well pronounced. Moreover, eq. A specific feature of the black sphere model is a trivial functional discrimination of terms entering the kinetic equations dependent on whether they are related to the mechanisms of defect production or/and of spatial correlation. The r.h.s. of eqs (23)-(25) describe decay of a newly-created defect if they find themselves in the recombination volumes of dissimilar defects. If this is not the case, newly created defects can also disappear during diffusive migration. The latter problem was already considered in The parameter A could be interpreted as follows. The ratio rg/D = 7D is a distinctive time necessary for a passage over the distance yo, i.e. to leave the coordinate origin and come out of the sphere of radius ro . If the production rate is p, T~ = l/pu, gives a mean time between two defect births in a given volume U, . Thus, the quantity A = zp/zD is a ratio of these two distinctive times demonstrating which of the two effects -defect migration or its production -is predominant.
The concentration time-development is a sum of terms (23) and (34), thus giving the equation (a set of equations for the correlation functions is derived quite similarly)
The linear approximation leading to eqs (31) and ( It acts to smooth peaks of X(r, t) suppressing not only their peculiarity at small r but also peak amplitudes due to geminate defect correlation. Note that another consistent approach to the problem of mobile particle accumulation is based on the fieldtheoretical formalism [36, 61, 741 . For two reasons this approach is not useful for the study of immobile particles aggregation: (i) the smallness of the parameter U(t) = n(t)vo 4 1 is widely used there, (ii) the "free" Hamiltonian turns out to be just zero for immobile particles.
One more formalism used for solving of this problem is scaling [75, 761. The conclusion was drawn that for d = 1, 2 5 r\
r h o 
Conclusion
The present paper presents a rigorous theory of manyparticle effects in the kinetics of Frenkel defect accumulation restricted by their annihilation and diffusion. The direct use of Kirkwood's superposition approximation results in the truncation of the infinite sign-alternating series of the correlation function describing the defect spatial distribution, and thus in an underestimate of the defect concentration, as t --+ CO. To avoid this shortcoming, a special summation technique is developed and presented. It is demonstrated that a real saturation of defect concentrations takes place after prolonged irradiation only for spatial dimension d = 3.
It is accompanied by a similar (&A, &B) defect clustering in the form of loose aggregates (domains), each containing defects A or B only. A typical size of an aggregate is loro, where ro is the recombination radius. Such self-organization allows us to accumulate defect concentrations by a factor 3-4 times those for a random AB pair distribution. For lowdimensional systems (d = 1, 2) such as surfaces and capillars there is no real saturation which is accompanied by macroscopic defect segregation. Diffusion acts to smooth the defect aggregation but does not change qualitatively the pattern formation.
The analytical results obtained allowed us to interpret experimental data on the radiolysis of bulk alkali halides and, we do hope, will be a useful basis for analysis of numerous experimental kinetics on defect irradiation in solids of arbitrary nature, as well as in the low-dimensional systems.
Its structure is self-evident : each coordinate entering the many-point density pm, , , , , is associated with the relevant concentration co-factor nA(t) [if the coordinate is from a set {r}, or ndt) if it is from a set {r'},,,,]. Each pair of coordinates corresponds to the particular joint correlation function, all of these functions are multiplied. An analog of the substitution (Al) in the case of many-point densities is an expression Series defining the function gl, could be calculated by means of the method discussed above. In doing so, and using eq. (A13) the r.h.s. of eq. (A10) could finally be found.
An alternative approach we shall use to analyse the further equation of a set results in a more simple relation.
The idea is to rewrite the convolution (gl, * X,) in eq. Due to equivalence of points rl and r 2 , both integrals in eq. (A19) are equal. Consider the first one. The integration domain here consists of two intervals. For the first one I r2 -r; I < ro and consequently g ( 1 r2 -r; I )p2, = g2, 1. For the second interval 1 r2 -r; I ro and, as we saw for eq.
(AlO), eq. ( A l l ) holds. Keeping in mind eq. (A9) one gets a( I r2 -r; 1 ) P 2 , 1 * g 2 . 1 + 91, 1(r2; r; ; t)nA(t) y( 1 r l -r; 1 , t ) x A ( I r l -r 2 1 , t)* Here each of the terms is nonzero in its own region of definition. An integral of the second term in eq. (A20) could be found by the method just described, which gives The function s(r) is numerically close to Y(r, t ) and arises as its average in the interval ( I r -ro 1 , r + ro).
The integral j g2, dr; is more difficult. As we did already in eq. 
